Welcome to the Reference Materials page. These are selections of resource materials about the Philippines ranging from general resources to theses and dissertations. They are categorized as printed materials and internet resources. Please note: multiple copies, including circulating copies, may be available for reference sources listed below. Please check the online catalog or inquire at the Asia Reference Desk.

Printed Reference Materials (Partial List)

**General Resources and Yearbooks**

Asia Ref DS655 .P598 1993

Master Index: 1936-1980
Asia Ref DS666 .C5 F66
Latest volume in reference.

Asia DS502 .S76

Asia HC451 .Q331

Archives

Asia Ref DS653 .C775 1984

Asia Ref BX1661 .M3 A73 1994

Asia Ref E183.8 .P5 P54

Atlases

Asia Ref ff G2391 .G3 N38 1990
Audio-Visual Materials

Asia Ref DS667 .28 .A67 1998

Bibliographies

Asia Ref Z3221 .S69 v. 5

Asia Ref Z3291 .A1B47

Asia Ref DS654 .O725 1987

Asia Ref DS655 .R53 1989

Asia Ref PN1990.6 .P6 U55 1992

Asia Ref GV1703.P4 U65 1989

Asia Ref NX581 .U544 1990

Asia Ref ML120.P55 U65 1989

*Union Catalog on Philippine Culture. Theater.* Manila: Cultural Center of the Philippines Library, 1990. 2 v.
Asia Ref NX581 .U545 1990

Asia Ref N7327 .U45 1991

Biographies

Asia Ref DS653.7 .M3 v. 1 -

Dictionaries

Asia Ref PL6057. D55 1998

Asia Ref PL6056 .D55 1993


Encyclopedias


Historical Sources

The Philippine Islands, 1493-1898: Explorations by Early Navigators, Descriptions of the Islands and Their Peoples, Their History and Records of the Catholic Missions, as Related in Contemporaneous Books and Manuscripts, Showing the Political, Economic, Commercial and Religious Conditions of Those Islands from Their Earliest Relations with European Nations to the Beginning of the Nineteenth Century, edited and annotated by Emma Helen Blair and James Alexander Robertson. 55 vol. Reissue of . . . originally published in Cleveland, 1903-1909. Index v. 54-55.


Index to Philippine Periodicals. Quezon City: University of the Philippines Library. 1955 - .
Asia Ref AI3 .I63

Asia Ref Z955 .Q4 no.10

Asia Ref PL6058.45 .A36 1953

Asia Ref PR9550.2 .Z36 1988

Asia Ref DS655.Z99 L44 1986

Asia Ref PR9550.3 .M275 1984

Asia Ref AI19.P4 M383 1984

Asia Ref Z955 .Q4 no.9

23 p.
Asia Ref Z955 .Q4 no. 8

Asia Ref Z 7964 .P6 I63 1998

Asia Ref JX907.5 .P45 1983

A Preliminary Index to the United States Congressional and Governmental Documents Set and to the Congressional Record re the Philippine Islands, compiled by E.M. Holt. Townsville, Qld: Centre for South East Asian Studies, James Cook University, 1985. 305 p.
Asia Ref DS653 .H64 1985

Newspapers

Asia Ref Z6958 .P5 S32 1984
Statistics

Asia Ref HA37 .P55 1993

Asia Ref HA1821 .N37a

Asia Ref HA1821 .A45

Asia HA1821 .A43

Theses and Dissertations

Asia Ref Z3291 .P484

*Theses and Dissertations on the Philippines at the University of Hawaii at Manoa*. Honolulu: Center for Philippine Studies, University of Hawaii, 1998. 22 p.
Asia Ref DS655 .T44 1998

Selected Internet Resources

**GENERAL RESOURCES AND GATEWAYS**


*CIA Factbook*

*Portal to Asian Internet Resources* (PAIR)

**ARTS AND CULTURE**

*National Commission for Culture and the Arts*

*IPAG - Integrated Performing Arts Guild, MSU-Iligan Institute of Technology*

**BIBLIOGRAPHIES**

*Philippine bibliography compiled by the Asian division of the Library of Congress*

**BUSINESS**

*PhilippineBUSINESS.com.ph*. Makati Business Club

**ECONOMY**

*National Economic and Development Authority*

*Socio Economic Research Portal for the Philippines*. Philippine Institute for Development Studies
EDUCATION

Directory of Colleges and Universities in the Philippines (from Yahoo Directories)
Department of Education (from Gov.ph)

FILM

Film Institute, University of the Philippines
Agimat: Sining at Kulturang Pinoy

GOVERNMENT

Gov.ph: The official government portal of the Republic of the Philippines

HISTORY

Philippine History. Philippine-History.org

IMAGES

Philippine Photographs Digital Archive. Special Collections Library, University of Michigan
SEAIT: Southeast Asian Images and Text. University of Wisconsin - Madison
The Motion Picture Camera Goes to War: The Philippine Revolution. Library of Congress
Retrato: Photo Archive of the Filipinas Heritage Library

INDEXES

Computerized Index for Philippine Periodical Articles. Rizal Library, Ateneo de Manila University
Bibliography of Asian Studies
Ingenta (Uncover)
Asian Business & Reference

LANGUAGES

SEAsite: Interactive Language and Filipino Culture Resources. A project of the Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Northern Illinois University
Learn Tagalog. From mylanguages.org
Ilocano Learner. A blog on learning Ilocano.
Learn Ilocano/Ilokano Language: Free Lessons. Another blog with lessons for beginners.
Learn Bisaya Now. A blog on learning Bisaya from a Cebuano native speaker.
Learn Cebuano. From LanguageLinks.org.

LAW
LAW
Chan Robles Virtual Law Library
Supreme Court of the Philippines

LIBRARIES

Australia
Australian National University--Asia Pacific

Netherlands
Royal Netherlands Institute Library--KITLV

North America
Center for Research Libraries--Southeast Asia Microform Project (SEAM)
Cornell University--John M. Echols Southeast Asia Collection
Library of Congress--Asian Reading Room
Northern Illinois University--Southeast Asia Studies Library Resources
University of California at Berkeley--South/Southeast Asia Library
University of California at Los Angeles--Southeast Asian Studies Resources
University of Michigan--Southeast Asia Division
University of Oregon--Research in Southeast Asian Studies
University of Washington--Southeast Asia Section
University of Wisconsin-Madison--Southeast Asia Guide
Yale University--Southeast Asia Collection

Philippines
LibraryLink: A Union Catalogue of Filipiniana Libraries, hosted by the Filipinas Heritage Library
National Library of the Philippines
University of the Philippines, Diliman; Main Library

United Kingdom
British Library--Asia Collections, Philippine Studies

LITERATURE

A Critical Survey of Philippine Literature, Department of English and Literature, Silliman University
Panitikan.com.ph, Your Portal to Philippine Literature
Kirtika Kultura: A Refereed Journal of Literary/Cultural and Language Studies, English Department, Ateneo de Manila
University
Likhaan Online, Creative Writing Center, University of the Philippines
MAPS

Perry-Castaneda Library Map Collection, University of Texas at Austin- Philippines Maps

NEWS

ABS-CBN News
BusinessWorld Online
Malaya Business Insight
Manila Bulletin
Manila Times
Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism
Philippine Daily Inquirer
Philippine Journalism Review, by the Center for Media Freedom and Responsibility
Philippine Star
Sunstar Daily

Regional News
Ilocos Sentinel
The Ilocos Times
Tawid News Magasin
Mindanao Times
MindaNews, The Mindanao News and Information Cooperative Center (MNICC)
Visayan Daily Star

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Philippine Social Science Council
Philippine Studies Group, Association for Asian Studies

STATISTICS

Ibon Foundation, Inc.
Philippine National Statistical Coordination Board
Philippine National Statistics Office
This Research Guide is intended as a starting point for research in the field of International Environmental Law. It provides the basic legal materials available in the Peace Palace Library, both in print and electronic format. Handbooks, leading articles, bibliographies, periodicals, serial publications and documents of interest are presented in the Selective Bibliography section. Links to the PPL Catalogue are inserted. The Library's systematic classification \[\rightarrow\] Public international law and subject heading (keyword) International Environmental Law are instrumental for searching through it. The Philippine Nuclear Research Institute (PNRI) is a government agency under the Department of Science and Technology mandated to undertake research and development activities in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, institute regulations on the said uses, and carry out the enforcement of said regulations to protect the health and safety of radiation workers and the general public.